INSIDE renovation

native flora

YAY OR NAY

Inspired by the rich Australian
landscape, Sage X Clare’s ‘Barrku’
collection is a celebration of our
natural environment, including
the ‘Rosa’ cushion, $149, ‘Darcy
Ticking’ quilt cover, from $179,
pillowcases, $45 each, and
‘Hannah Check’ mohair blanket,
$289. Go to sageandclare.com.

…wall lights in the
bedroom
Interior
designer
Chelsea Hing
weighs in

dream space
BEDROOM NEWS

All the latest style buys and new ideas to
transform your bedroom into a cosy sanctuary
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editor’s PRETTY
fave IN PINK

The softness of 100
per cent flax linen is
combined with a playful
digital print by Prudence
Caroline in Sister Brand’s
‘Greta’ pyjamas, $249.
Go to sisterbrand.com.au.

For more new homewares, visit insideout.com.au/products.

122 / Inside Out

do the twist

Providing plenty of storage underneath
a rotating timber top, the ‘Swivel’
bedside table, $385, is a streamlined
addition to your bedroom look.
Find it at nathanjac.com.
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The deal: There’s nothing like the soft
glow of decorative lights in a bedroom,
and it’s worth considering something
other than the standard bedside lamp.
The pros: Wall sconces or pendants are
a beautiful way to get this romantic vibe
going. If you’re going for pendants, drop
them low and centred over the bedside
table. Sconces can also be amazing. Keep
them low and connected with the bed.
You want to think of them as creating a
natural graphic silhouette with the bed.
The cons: Getting the lights into the
right position can be tricky, especially
if the new furniture is not yet in place.
When it comes to renovating, we
draw up the furniture layout to scale
and set out the lights to the millimetre
in order to get the cables in the right
spot. We then get the fitting onsite and
have the electrician hold it up to help
us to finalise the exact location. It’s
a lot of work but well worth the effort.
The verdict: A total YAY! Go for
this look wherever you can.
Visit chelseahing.com.au.

